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The French label Humbleness Production, initiator of the
Boom Shell Riddim series is back with a 4th single signed
Lutan Fyah! Following singles from Leroy ‘Heptones’
Sibbles, Mykal Rose and Young Garvey, it is once again an
international reggae artist who lands on this riddim
composed by Leroy Sibbles himself.

Lutan Fyah largely participated in the new roots wave in
Jamaica at the end of the 90s, we owe him in particular
some classics of the genre like Too Much Ramshackle, Spliff
Tail, Boss Man, Let me be o r Stick To You Culture.
Convinced of the quality of this definitely roots riddim,
Lutan Fyah decided to pose lyrics inspired by the 80s,
invoking the Rub A Dub Style (Jamaican musical genre - a
variation of reggae - which appeared on the island in 1979).
The artist responded to the call of French producer Jeh Lion
to put his vocal imprint on this riddim developed by the best
Jamaican musicians (Leroy 'Heptones' Sibbles on bass,
Kingsley Boyd on drums, Donavan Palmer on keyboard and
the late Dalton Brownie on guitar.

This explosive single, carried by a conscious message, aims to resonate Reggae Music around the
world, Lutan Fyah explaining that the Rub A dub style is a sign of peace. The artist recorded his
voice in Jamaica at the Old Capital Studio. The mixing & mastering work was carried out at Studio
Anchor (JA) by engineer Ras Zion just like the previous singles stamped Boom Shell Riddim. The
single "Rub A Dub Style" will be available on all platforms and will also be entitled to its video
animation soon on youtube. The public will be able to discover it in preview on the Reggaeville.com
site. All Boom Shell Riddim releases can be found now on the Humbleness Production youtube
channel.

BIOGRAPHY: Singer and musician Lutan Fyah (Anthony Martin in civil status) was born on December
4, 1975 in the parish of St. Catherine in Jamaica. He spent his childhood in the Thompson Pen area
and quickly developed a passion for music and singing, particularly for Reggae which quickly took
him to the microphone of sound systems, especially that of his grandfather. An assiduous player for
Constant Spring’s premier league team, soccer is his second passion. He finally decides to devote
himself to music and then begins to tour the Kingston studios and releases his 1st single Fling Stone.
He then gets an audition in the studios of Buju Banton (Gargamel Rec.) who offers him a second
single: Armageddon War which will be noticed throughout Europe and USA. In 2001 he met the
singer Jah Mason who offered him to perform his opening shows. Together they record the song
Black King. 
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Lutan Fyah begins to make a place for himself in the artistic world and now shares stages with
Capleton, Yami Bolo and Anthony B. He then records for various renowned producers such as
Xterminator, Jah Warrior, Mac D and Lustre Kings.

In 2003 he released, in duet with Anthony B, the much
noticed World Crisis and the following year Lutan Fyah
released his first album "Dem No Know Demself" on the
German label Minor 7 Flat 5. In October 2004, Lutan Fyah, at
the initiative of the French sound system and label Irie Ites
Sound, is going on a landmark tour alongside Spectacular and
Ras McBean, including France and Spain. He participated for
the first time in the Rebel Salute Festival in 2005, a real
recognition for any Jamaican artist and that same year set
foot on the biggest stages of the island. His latest EP "Touch
Di Road" was released in 2020 on German label Oneness
Records, a signature label showing the importance the artist
places on the European market and his audience.

Particularly prolific, Lutan Fyah has participated in an
impressive number of compilations, one-riddim projects,
singles and featurings. New to his discography, it's a safe bet
that this Rub A Dub Style will make the rounds of the
airwaves around the world.

Humbleness Production or passion above all
Humbleness Production is a young independent label created in
2017 by Jeh Lion, passionate about reggae. Among his first
releases, the label based in the South of France offers the Rebel
Warrior Riddim series (2018) bringing together 5 singers : Skarra
Mucci, Black Omolo, Ilements, Lan Netty and Jah Bami. A year
later, Jeh Lion collaborates with Anthony B and releases the
Please My Selecta single on a composed riddim by the French
combo Dub Akom. Humbleness has also produced various shows :
Skarra Mucci in Duisburg (Germany) in 2017 or an exclusive
female stage in Dortmund in 2018 (Hempress Black Omolo and
Lady Tasonia). Lately, it's the show of singer Ilements that
Humbleness produced in Montpellier, before starting the
adventure and the making of the EP Boom Shell Riddim ! 
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